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Background

California Assembly Bill 2833 was enacted in 2016 and became effective January 1, 2017 
as California Government Code Section 7514.7 (the “Code”)

– The Code requires California public pension plans (“California Plans”) to obtain and publicly 
disclose certain fee and expense data and information on an annual basis in a public meeting

The law applies to any private fund that is an alternative investment vehicle whose 
contract with a California Plan was entered into on or after January 1, 2017, or for any 
existing contract as of December 31, 2016 for which an additional capital commitment is 
made on or after January 1, 2017

– California Plans are required to use “reasonable efforts” to obtain the required information for 
contracts entered into prior to January 1, 2017

The intent of the legislation is to increase transparency of the fees public investors are 
paying
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Code Section 7514.7 Disclosure Requirements

1. The fees and expenses that the California Plan pays directly to the alternative 
investment vehicle, the fund manager, or related parties.

2. The California Plan’s pro rata share of fees and expenses not included in paragraph 
(1) that are paid from the alternative investment vehicle to the fund manager or 
related parties.

3. The California Plan’s pro rata share of carried interest distributed to the fund manager 
or related parties.

4. The California Plan’s pro rata share of aggregate fees and expenses paid by all of the 
portfolio companies held within the alternative investment vehicle to the fund 
manager or related parties.

5. Any additional information described in subdivision (b) of Section 6254.26 of the 
Code.

The Code also requires that the California Plan’s disclosure report include the since 
inception gross and net rate of return of each alternative investment vehicle.
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Code Section 6254.26 Disclosure Requirements
1. The name, address, and vintage year of each alternative investment vehicle.

2. The dollar amount of the commitment made to each alternative investment vehicle by 
the California Plan since inception.

3. The dollar amount of cash contributions made by the California Plan to each 
alternative investment vehicle since inception.

4. The dollar amount, on a fiscal year end basis, of cash distributions received by the 
California Plan from each alternative investment vehicle.

5. The dollar amount, on a fiscal year end basis, of cash distributions received by the 
California Plan plus remaining value of partnership assets attributable to the 
California Plan’s investment in each alternative investment vehicle.

6. The net internal rate of return of each alternative investment vehicle since inception.

7. The investment multiple of each alternative investment vehicle since inception

8. The dollar amount of the total management fees and costs paid on an annual fiscal 
year-end basis, by the California Plan to each alternative investment vehicle.

9. The dollar amount of cash profit received by the California Plan from each alternative 
investment vehicle on a fiscal year-end basis.
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Data Presentation

Presentation of results broken out by asset class, shown separately for the Code 
(7514.7) and Section 6254.26

– Data provided for the Code shown for calendar year 2018
– Data provided for 6254.26 shown since inception

The reporting was provided to MCERA and Cliffwater from each fund manager
– Neither MCERA nor Cliffwater have conducted an independent verification or audit of the 

information

Reporting the data as of December 31, 2018 to meet the reporting requirements
– This follows the prior annual disclosure reporting as of December 31, 2017
– May consider converting the reporting period from calendar year end to fiscal year end



Appendix – Fee and Expense Reporting Data
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Private Equity Calendar Year 2018 (7514.7)

1 Other fees and expenses paid to the GP are reported gross of income wherever possible.
* N/A = not available or not applicable
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Private Equity Since Inception (6254.26)

* N/A = not available or not applicable
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Real Assets and Real Estate Calendar Year 2018 (7514.7)

1 Other fees and expenses paid to the GP are reported gross of income wherever possible.
* N/A = not available or not applicable
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Real Assets and Real Estate Since Inception (6254.26)

* N/A = not available or not applicable
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Hedge Funds Calendar Year 2018 (7514.7)

1 Other fees and expenses paid to the GP are reported gross of income wherever possible.
* N/A = not available or not applicable
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Hedge Funds Since Inception (6254.26)

* N/A = not available or not applicable
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General Disclosures 
This presentation was prepared exclusively for information and discussion purposes, and is not meant to be, nor shall it be construed as, an
attempt to define all information that may be material to you. This presentation is not an advertisement and is not intended for public use or
distribution. This material is not meant to be, nor shall it be construed as, an offer or solicitation of an offer for the purchase or sale of any
security.

All information including opinions or facts expressed herein are current as of the date appearing in this presentation and is subject to change
without notice. All information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. No representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or
implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation.

The information herein may include inaccuracies or typographical errors. Due to various factors, including the inherent possibility of human or
mechanical error, the accuracy, completeness, timeliness and correct sequencing of such information and the results obtained from its use are
not guaranteed by Cliffwater. Cliffwater shall not be responsible for investment decisions, damages, or other losses resulting from the use of the
information herein.

This presentation may include sample or pro forma performance. Such information is presented for illustrative purposes only and is based on
various assumptions, not all of which are described herein. Such assumptions, data, or projections may have a material impact on the returns
shown. Nothing contained in this presentation is, or shall be relied upon as, a representation as to past or future performance, and no
assurance, promise, or representation can be made as to actual returns. Past performance does not guarantee future performance.

There can be no assurance that any expected rate of return, risk, or yield will be achieved. Rate of return, risk, and yield expectations are
subjective determinations by Cliffwater based on a variety of factors, including, among other things, investment strategy, prior performance of
similar strategies, and market conditions. Expected rate of return, risk, and yield may be based upon assumptions regarding future events and
conditions that prove to be inaccurate. Expected rate of return, risk, and yield should not be relied upon as an indication of future performance
and should not form the primary basis for an investment decision. No representation or assurance is made that the expected rate of return, risk,
or yield will be achieved.

Cliffwater is a service mark of Cliffwater LLC.


